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NEW in 2022
Fit for 55
Boosting pellet markets
The new EU directives
Pellet Leadership Forum
Meet2Talk

Programme overview
Strategy sessions

Young Biomass Researchers Conference

Fit for 55 New directives and funding
programmes New research results
Best practice examples

Presenting the work of young researchers
Best Young Biomass Researcher Award

Poster Presentation
Displaying bioenergy projects, products
and EU project results to an international
expert audience

Pellet Innovation Factory &
Pellet Leadership Forum
Showcasing innovations in products, services,
financing and policies Pellets as a key
climate solution

Pellet tradeshow
Major tradeshow Austrian companies
present pellet innovations

World of Pellets
Updates and outlook on European and
global markets by international speakers

With the World Sustainable Energy Days, Upper Austria is the meeting place for the energy transition.
Europe has set itself the ambitious target of becoming the first climate-neutral continent. We present and
discuss solutions to practically implement the Green Deal. With highly-efficient and renewable energy
systems, we will achieve economic growth, create new jobs and make the energy transition happen!
Markus Achleitner, Regional Minister for Economy and Energy, Upper Austria

Timetable
World Sustainable Energy Days
European Pellet Conference
European Energy Efficiency Conference
Energy Efficiency Policy Conference
Industrial Energy Efficiency Conference
Smart E-Mobility Conference
Young Energy Researchers Conference
Innovation Workshops
Poster Presentation
Tradeshow
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On-site

Online

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Event

Event

5 April

6 April

7 April

8 April

WHAT is the European Pellet Conference?

WHEN does it take place?

The largest annual pellet event worldwide!
With more than 450 participants each year, it is the
meeting place for the global pellet community.
Leading international speakers present the
latest trends in markets, policies, technologies
and innovations – helping you stay on top of
developments in the pellet and bioenergy world.

6 April 2022

In 2022, the European Pellet Conference shows
how firing up pellet markets can boost the
energy transition and how to position pellets as an
important climate solution! The event is part of the
World Sustainable Energy Days (WSED), a leading
annual conference on the energy transition and
climate neutrality.

HOW to join?
Mark your calendar and register today!
(www.wsed.at)
This "special edition" of our annual conference will
be held as a hybrid event: You can participate onsite (following COVID rules in place at the time of
the event) or connect digitally from anywhere in the
world. Registered participants will receive detailed
information prior to the conference.

WHO attends the event?
WHY pellets?
The new "Fit for 55" package aims to put the EU on
track towards climate neutrality. Energy accounts for
75 % of greenhouse gas emissions. As a CO2-neutral
fuel, pellets are a key pillar for decarbonisation.

WHERE does it happen?
In Wels/Austria. The region of Upper Austria is an
ideal location for this conference: more than 25 %
of all automatic biomass boilers sold in the EU are
manufactured by Upper Austrian companies. Pellet
heating systems have become a standard solution
in the region.

The entire pellet community – over 450 experts
from more than 50 countries each year!
All business actors across the biomass value chain:
forestry, fuels, logistics, equipment, energy
companies, commercial and industrial pellet users,
service providers, banks etc.
The bioenergy research community
Representatives of public bodies (e.g. EU
institutions, national, regional and local
governments)

European
Pellet
Conference
2022
6 April 2022

6 April | 09.00
Strategy Session: Fuelling the
energy transition with pellets!
We show how firing up pellet markets can boost
the energy transition and how to position pellets
as an important climate solution.

Opening and welcome
Gerhard Dell, OÖ Energiesparverband, Austria
How can bioenergy profit from the "Fit for 55"
package?
Johannes Baur, European Commission, DG Energy
Update on European pellet markets
Irene Di Padua, Bioenergy Europe
Best Young Biomass Researcher Award
Bioenergy as a job engine
Rabia Ferroukhi, International Renewable Energy
Agency (IRENA)
Land use for bioenergy: synergies and trade-offs
Floortje van der Hilst, Utrecht University,
The Netherlands
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6 April | 11.30

6 April | 14.15

Pellet Leadership Forum

Pellet Innovation Factory

Leading experts share their views and insights on
burning topics about the future of pellets and the
development of pellet markets.

In this session, we showcase innovations in
pellet technologies, projects and solutions across
the bioenergy value chain.

— Thomas Meth, Enviva, USA
— Stefan Ortner, ÖkoFEN, Austria
— Michael Hjorth Christensen, CM Biomass, Denmark
— Christiane Egger, OÖ Energiesparverband, Austria

Pellet innovations from Upper Austria applied
worldwide
— Wolfgang Aichinger, Hargassner, Austria
— Werner Emhofer, Fröling, Austria
— Gottfried Baumann-Leitner, Windhager, Austria
Dynamising the US market: Tax credits for pellet
boilers
Emanuel Wagner, Biomass Thermal Energy Council
(BTEC), USA
Branding: a key success factor for consumer trust
Rainer Elste, Steinbeis-Beratungszentrum Vertriebsund Marketinginstitut, Germany
A renovation campaign for biomass heat
Francisco Puente Salve, Escan Energy Consulting,
Spain
A new test method for biomass boilers: development
and validation
Markus Schwarz, BEST, Austria / Hans Hartmann, TFZ,
Germany
Safe operation of pellet production plants
Fahimeh Yazdan Panah, Wood Pellet Association
of Canada
New requirements for pellet bag silos
Hans Martin Behr, Deutsches Pelletinstitut, Germany
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6 April | 16.30
World of Pellets Session
International experts offer updates and
outlooks on pellet markets around the world,
which topics are key, and where.
Opening
Gordon Murray, on behalf of the European
Pellet Council
Japan
Kenichiro Kojima, Pellet Club Japan
Brazil
Afonso Bertucci, Braspell Bioenergia
Germany
Martin Bentele, Deutscher Energieholz- und
Pellet-Verband (DEPV)
Austria
Christian Rakos, proPellets Austria
Spain
Pablo Rodero Masdemont, AVEBIOM / President
European Pellet Council
Russia
Alexander Makhonko, Russian Pellet Council
Chairperson:
Gordon Murray, Wood Pellet Association
of Canada
18.00 Conference end
19.00 Evening programme
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UPPER AUSTRIA
A leader region in the
energy transition
Upper Austria is a leader in the clean energy
transition: already 31 % of the primary energy
is supplied by renewables, more than half of
these renewables are clean and sustainable
biomass. Through a smart combination of energy
efficiency and renewable energy, greenhouse
gas emissions of the entire buildings sector were
reduced by 39 % in the last decade.
The region’s strategic approach to the energy
transition supported the growth of a vibrant
industry which successfully exports worldwide.
The decoupling of energy consumption and
economic growth in the past years was a game
changer, proving that energy efficiency and
economic strength can go hand in hand.
The conference organiser OÖ Energiesparverband (ESV) is the energy agency of Upper
Austria. The agency, which was established by
the regional government, drives the energy
transition by promoting energy efficiency,
renewables and e-mobility. It provides
comprehensive services to households,
businesses of all sizes and municipalities. It
also supports energy technology companies
in the context of the Cleantech-Cluster.

THE REGION OF BIOENERGY INNOVATIONS

The region of Upper Austria, one of Austria’s nine
regions with a population of 1.5 million, holds a
leading position in biomass heating.
The region is home to leading biomass
companies: more than 25 % of all modern smallscale biomass boilers installed in the EU are
manufactured by Upper Austrian companies.
Biomass heating systems have become a
standard solution in the region and over 37 % of
all dwellings are heated by modern bioenergy
systems. Stringent emission standards and
cutting-edge technologies have contributed to
rapid market development.

15 % of the primary energy comes from
sustainable biomass
over 100 million Euro per year invested in
new pellet boilers and fuels
37 % of all dwellings heated with clean
biomass
over 6,000 jobs in the biomass heating
industry
39 % reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in
the buildings sector in the last decade
2.8 billion Euro invested annually in
sustainable energy

Over 100 million Euro per year are invested in
pellet boilers and pellet fuels. Bioenergy has
emerged as an important economic driver for
the region and plays a key role in its ambitions
in achieving the energy transition.
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Young
Biomass
Researchers
Conference
5 April 2022

5 April | 14.00

This conference presents the work and
achievements of young biomass researchers
from all over the world.

Opening and welcome
Gerhard Dell / Christiane Egger,
OÖ Energiesparverband
Global biomass trade for energy: an overview
Svetlana Proskurina, LUT University, Finland
A predictive method for wood pellet degradation in
pneumatic conveying pipelines
Gulab Singh, University of Greenwich, UK
Enabling wood ash recycling to ensure sustainable
forest utilisation
Malin Pettersson, Lund University, Sweden
Emissions from realistic operation of wood-fired
hydronic heaters
Rebecca Trojanowski, Brookhaven National
Laboratory, USA
Size-resolved particle emissions from wood-fired
hydronic heaters
Jake Lindberg, Stony Brook University, USA
Combustion and heat transfer modelling of a
rocket cookstove
Diego Alejando Quan Reyes, Eindhoven University
of Technology, NL / Oscar Ivanov Flores Gaitán,
Quantum Energy and Engineering, Guatemala /
Avishek Goel, Tampere University, Finland
Waste biomass combustion system for dehydrating
fruits and vegetables
Sachin Payyanad, Jain University, India
A GIS-multi criteria decision analysis for biogas site
selection in Scotland
Rosanna Curtis, University of St. Andrews / reheat ltd, UK
Techno-economic assessment of Bio-Synthetic Natural Gas
production
Marilene Fuhrmann, BEST, Austria
Low-cost Particle Image Velocimetry for collecting data
from a biogas reactor
Camila D‘Bastiani / Gerald Gallagher, Technical
University Dublin, Ireland
Systematic biorefinery modelling with ProMo
Robert Pujan, DBFZ, Germany
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Bioenergy solutions for rural areas based on
avocado waste
Maria Camila Garcia Vallejo, Universidad Nacional de
Colombia
Leaching pre-treatment of agricultural residues:
parameters and industrial applicability
Abhishek Singhal / Vaibhav Agarwal, Tampere
University, Finland
Treatment of tannery effluents for a biocircular
economy
Ashton Mpofu, Cape Peninsula University of
Technology, South Africa
Perspective of hydrothermal carbonisation in kraft
lignin valorisation
Orlando Enrique Salcedo Puerto, Lappeenranta Lahti
University of Technology, Finland
Using thermodynamics for optimal CO2 reduction
to value-added compounds
Laura Rovira-Alsina / Meritxell Romans-Casas,
University of Girona / LEQUiA, Spain
Evaluation of biochar as anode material in
microbial fuel cells
Ankit Kumar / Shaily Chauhan / Rohit Kumar /
Soumya Pandit, Sharda University, India
Effect of carbonisation temperature on
characteristics of biochars
Oluwatosin Oginni, Idaho National Laboratory, USA
Low-cost carbon dots as anode catalyst for microbial
fuel cells
Nishit Savla, Amity University Mumbai / Abhilasha
Mathuriya / Kanu Priya, Sharda University, India
Chairperson:
Elisabeth Wopienka, BEST – Bioenergy and
Sustainable Technologies, Austria
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Biomass
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Conference
5 April 2022

Poster Presentations
Attitudes towards wood biomass use for energy
in Denmark
Paula Ugarte, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Physical and flow behaviours of loblolly pine
residues
Olumayowa Oginni, Hood College, USA
Thermoelectric cogeneration stove running on green
coal
Lionel Faysal Koska Mbragogue / Guy Bertrand
Tchaya / Achille Nchamo Tchouambou, Polytechnic of
Maroua, Cameroon
Predicting ash behaviour of biomass in a combustion
boiler
Emile Atallah, University Grenoble Alpes, France
Thermal analysis methods for the characterisation of
biomass fuels: a comparison
Josef Farták / Jaromír Valtr, University of Chemical
Technology Prague, CZ
A robust instrumentation and control system for
woodchip drying process
Prashant Kamble / Carwyn Frost, Queens University
Belfast, UK
Binderless agglomeration of biochar for energetic
usage
Franz Fehse, TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Germany
Prospects of biomethane production in Ukraine
Anna Pastukh / Alex Epik, Bioenergy Association of
Ukraine
An intelligent system improving the yield of a biogas
digester
Herman Kankeu Tapchom / Djomdi / Joel Tize Koda,
Polytechnic of Maroua, Cameroon
The role of microbes in environmental protection
and energy recovery from biomass
Ogemdi Chinwendu Anika, De Montfort University,
UK
Municipal solid waste as potential source of biomass
energy: an analysis
Obid Tursunov / Dilshod Kodirov / Sirojiddin
Khushiev, Tashkent Institute of Irrigation and
Agricultural Mechanization Engineers, Uzbekistan
Value-added chemicals through catalytic
hydrodeoxygenation of bio-based furfural
Miha Grilc, National Institute of Chemistry, Slovenia
Biolubricants based on neopentyl glycol,
trimethylolpropane & pentaerythritol
Ivan Pucko / Mia Gotovuša, University of Zagreb,
Croatia
Understanding deactivation and Re leaching of solid
deoxydehydration catalysts
Florian M. Harth / Miha Grilc, National Institute of
Chemistry, Slovenia
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Practical information
Hybrid Event:
On-site participation: following COVID rules in place
at the time of the event. Registered participants will
receive detailed guidance prior to the event.
Online participation from anywhere in the world
Conference venue
Stadthalle Wels, Pollheimerstrasse 1, 4600 Wels, Austria
Conference fees
All fees include conference documentation.
All fees plus 10 % VAT
70 Euro for all WSED conferences, 5 - 8 April
(on-site and online)
30 Euro for the European Pellet Conference, 6 April
(on-site and online)
Free online participation in the Young Biomass Energy
Researchers Conference, 5 April
Students can apply for free online participation to office@esv.or.at
Conference languages
Simultaneous translation in English and German

The audience – the whole pellet sector!
Each year, the European Pellet Conference attracts over 450 experts
from more than 50 countries including:
a wide range of business actors engaged in the energy transition:
technology and equipment companies, energy companies,
service providers, planners, developers, financing community etc.
the sustainable energy research community
representatives from public bodies (e.g. EU institutions,
national, regional and local governments, energy agencies)

The pellet tradeshow - product innovation in real life!
Visit a major tradeshow on sustainable energy with a strong focus on pellet-related
exhibitors ("Webuild-Energiesparmesse")! The tradeshow is held in parallel to the
conference (subject to the Covid situation). Austrian companies present their latest product
innovations. Seize the opportunity to network in-person, on the tradeshow floor!

The conference organiser OÖ Energiesparverband
The OÖ Energiesparverband (ESV) is the energy agency of Upper Austria.
It drives the energy transition by promoting energy efficiency, renewables and e-mobility.

Photos: OÖ Energiesparverband, iStock
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2022
6 April 2022
Wels, Austria
Hybrid Event
Conference office
OÖ Energiesparverband
Landstrasse 45, 4020 Linz, Austria
Tel. +43/732/7720-14386, office@esv.or.at
www.esv-en.at, www.wsed.at

Registration
Online at www.wsed.at

How to reach Wels?
by railway: direct connections from Vienna and
Vienna airport, Linz, Salzburg, Munich, Paris, Brussels, etc.
by road: A1 and A25 motorways
by air: airports in Linz (17 km from Wels), Vienna (222 km),
Salzburg (110 km), Munich (247 km)

4450 participants
50 countries
40 speakers

Conference location

Linz
WELS
Salzburg

Vienna

AUSTRIA
Graz

FEDARENE

ZVR171568947

Munich
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